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“This trio was inspired by one of my favorite titles−that of a well-known short story by sciencefiction writer Samuel R. Delaney. I say title rather than story, because my piece is not concerned
with the story itself (a picaresque romance set in the near future), although it is a marvelous one.
Rather, I have tried only to give the listener the sense of swirling, dazzling brilliance that the title
has always conveyed to me.
The piece is written in a form combining elements of both rondo and arch: A−B−A−A−C−A−B−A.
The first, middle, and last A sections are in a presto tempo (A=168), while the other sections are all
in tempos that relate to 168 in ‘Golden Section’ ratios (.618–a ratio found in some natural
phenomena and also much used to determine proportions in art, architecture, and music). The
lengths of the sections are also determined by ‘Golden Section’ proportions with respect to the first
A section, which lasts one minute.
Since I was writing for a virtuoso ensemble, the Verdehr Trio, Time Considered as…makes full use
of both the technical and ensemble skills of the players, while exploring many–certainly not all–of
the sonic possibilities of this wonderful combination of instruments.”
─Marc Satterwhite
The world premiere of Time Considered as a Helix of Semi-Precious Stones was on February 19, 1995
at the 50th Annual Contemporary Music Festival in the Recital Hall, Music Building, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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